
In the garden with Shobha Vanchiswar 

 
Amaryllis buds 
December 9, 2011 

Weather-wise, a reprieve: Things we can still do—there’s time! 

1.    If you haven’t yet, get rid of pumpkin displays and such. Pumpkins not used for cooking can be cut 
up and put in the compost bin. 

2.    Finish up with putting garden to bed. Clean up, cut back, mulch, protect. 

3.    Get firewood cut and ready. 

4.    Start a schedule of checking on plants brought indoors for the winter. Water and check for 
pests/disease regularly. Fertilize lightly once a month. Ensure even exposure to light by routinely turning 
pots around. 

5.    Get paperwhites and amaryllis started right away so they’ll be in bloom during the holidays. 

6.    Keep bird-feeders filled. 

7.    Be prepared to address snow or ice on paths with shovels, sand and grit. (Go easy with de-icers and 
salt as they can be harmful to plants as well as pets and wildlife.) Keep everything handy. Remember, 
multiple shovels will permit more family members to help out. 

8.    Wherever possible, wrap the length of evergreen shrubs with a few secure turns of rope. This will 
keep them compactly closed so heavy snow cannot force the plants to splay down and result in broken 
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limbs. 

9.    Be certain that limbs of climbers such as roses are properly tied to supports to prevent any damage 
due to high winds or ice. 

10.  Continue composting. Give the pile a good stir. Ease up when things freeze up. 

11.  Start setting aside garden catalogs, books, pictures, wish lists and garden journal. Don’t forget pens, 
pencils, notepads, laptops/I-pads, phone and later on, credit card. Keep them where you like to sit back 
and plan for the garden in winter. My choice is the very comfy couch by the fireplace. 

 

Very helpful column and lovely pictures. However,  I resent the number of buds on your amaryllis.  
What is that, seven buds?!  What’s your secret?    
By julie gaughran on 12/09/2011 at 7:27 am  Thanks Julie!    
 
My ‘secret’ - purchase the best quality bulbs you can find. I’ve been getting my amaryllis bulbs 
from the New York Botanical Gardens for the last few years. They have been terrific.    
Another secret - as a member of the NYBG, I buy the bulbs on the Holiday Member’s Day 
when we get 20% off everything. That way, I buy more bulbs with no guilt. Okay, there’s s
ome guilt but not much.    -Shobha    
 By Shobha on 12/09/2011 at 9:30 am     
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